NFGA Members 3&6 Prone
Match Dates:
6/5,6/26,7/11,7/24,8/7,9/26,10/23
Match Fee:
$5.00 cash or check made payable to NFGA on day of event
FIRING STARTS AT: 1 hour after published start time.
(Squadding closes 10 mins prior to start)
ENTRIES:
Limited to 20 individual competitors.
Entries accepted at range on match day only
RULES:
Participants MUST be a Senior or Provisional NFGA member and qualified
to shoot 600 yds on the Leveridge Range.
All NFGA cross functional and Leveridge Range specific rules apply
Current NRA High Power Rules apply.
Open bolt indicator is required to be used.
Muzzle down when closing the bolt, failure to do so will result in ejection
from the event. No muzzle brakes.
Participants are required to show up for match with known 100 yd zero
from the Fowler Range, a properly functioning rifle and appropriate ammo.
No less than 69 grain .223 ammo may be fired at 600 yards.
Any participant not on paper after 5 shots will not be allowed to continue
firing. (Seek an RSO or coach before this happens) No match fee refunds
after firing starts.
TARGETS: Standard NRA Approved 300 and 600 Yard Target faces on
NFGA provided electronic targets.

COURSE OF FIRE:
Unlimited sighters and 20 shots for record in a block time of 25mins at 300
yards.
Unlimited sighters and 20 shots for record in a block time of 25mins at 600
yards.
Total of 40 rounds for record. (60 rounds for 3x600 events)
Shooter must declare when record shots will start by stating clearly stating
“going for record" to the scorer.

RIFLE:
Any rifle capable of firing a projectile 600 yds and maintain supersonic speed
and accuracy within 36 inches is qualified for these events, provided it also
meets the Range rules.
Any optic is allowed.
Contact Jim Langevin if you have any questions about qualifying firearms.

AWARDS: TBD

Contact:
Jim Langevin j.langevin@nfga.org

